TAKING SPIVO TO
THE NEXT LEVEL
WITH
OTTAWA LOGISTICS

CASE
STUDY

Executive Summary:
Spivo Stick broke into the adventure filmmaking industry quickly, and sales started stacking up after their Kickstarter
campaign. But, the quantity of orders quickly outpaced their capacity to fulfill. Ottawa Logistics helped take Spivo to
the next level and expand their fulfillment and order processing capabilities to keep up with the large increase in
customers over a short amount of time.

Quick Facts:
Industry & Business Type: Action Sports and Hobbyist Filmmakers
Duration: 6 Months
Services Utilized: Warehousing, order fulfillment, shipping
Results: 40% discount in shipping cost and immediate
shipment tracking generation

About The Company:

The Challenge

In just two years, Andre Bellerive and Marc Bjerring launched Spivo, the next level
in adventure filmmaking equipment. The Spivo Stick offered something that no
product had ever been able to do - allowing the user to instantly rotate their action
camera, smart phone, or digital camera with the click of a button. The Spivo Stick
will let you experience filming like never before. Not only is operating the
waterproof device fun to use but the transition effect it creates rivals post editing
software. Never miss a once-in-lifetime shot again and take control of your footage
with Spivo Stick.

Spivo faced a massive hurdle of fulfilling over 500 backorders, without the internal
capacity to handle that order volume. They saw such a drastic amount of growth in
such a short time span, they were unable to adapt. The Spivo team needed to
rapidly process and ship those 500 orders (and the daily orders that keep coming
in) in order to keep their customers happy.

The Ottawa Logistics Difference:

Ottawa Logistics was able to immediately integrate into Spivo’s
Shopify platform and process every order as it came through. The OL
team has been able to process the products as they come to the
warehouse, then integrate the inventory management into the order
processing. Time and manpower were the biggest hurdles that Spivo
faced, and Ottawa Logistics was able to use their experienced staff
and economies of scale to handle any size volume of orders. With
orders placed from all over the world, Ottawa Logistics is able to
utilize the bulk shipping discounts that are afforded to them in order
to save 40% in shipping costs domestically, with a 30% discount on
international orders.

The Results:

In only six months, Spivo has grown to a
global name in the action sports camera
accessory market. Orders are processed in
mere minutes, and customers receive their
products in very quick shipping times.

“I’ve had the best experience
working with Spivo. It’s been
quick and easy, and had tracking
information within minutes of
placing my order.”
			

- Satisfied Spivo Customer

Want to Take Your Start Up to the Next Level?

Ottawa Logistics helps small start-ups take the next leap in their product distribution. If you’re not satisfied with your
logistics and fulfillment capabilities, we know where you’re coming from. Come talk to the Ottawa Logistics team to
find a new way to take care of your logistics needs.

https://www.ottawalogisticscom/

info@Ottawalogistics.com

